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ANALYSIS
While the ideas and theories put forth in this
thesis are not exactly new, I feel justified in my pur-
pose to take it to ray people as a distinct, though raodest
contribution. Leading educational and social philosophies
ies and theories have been critically studied, sifted
and restated in terms of their adaptability to philippine
conditions and needs. For matters relating to the Islands
I have had to depend largely upon my understanding of ray
people and upon my knowledge g°ined through experience as
a pupil and later as a teacher in the public schools.
I am fully aware of the great expanse of the field
of my subject, and I frankly confess that I have not at-
tempted to make my thesis inibesive and much less exhaust-
ive. I have sought to make my discussions coneise, and I
have preferred to accept and use as ly guides and tools
those theories and philosophies that time, criticism and
experience hnve shown to be sound and workable. The test-
New
ed threads I have taken and woven, as it were, into a fab-A
ric that may prove of aesthetic
_ and pragmatic value to
ray people.
The plan of the thesis is as follows;
I. Introduction
A. The American high school
The thesis onens with a brief sketch of
_ the history, function and importance of the American

secondary institution. This is given as a background.
B. The Philippine hi:;h school
This deals with the relation of the Phil-
ippine high school to its American prototype, with its
present status and with the place it should occupy.
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that, in spite of its im-
mense present importance, the Philippine high school has
not yet apnroa.ch.ed its potential significance.
IT.- The Thesis proper
A. Need of a new Program of Studies.
The old and new educational theories are
discussed briefly, and the social efficiency aim; as de-
fined by Bagley in ?The Educative Process" is considered
as theA aim of public education*
Attention is called to the wonderful strides
that the Islands have made under the administration of the
United States; to the fact that conditions have changed
and are changing rapidly in the Islands; to the problems
that confont the Philippines as a democracy ; and also to the
problems that lie ahead.
B. Pschology of Adolescence.
The various characteristics and tendencies
of the differeht stages of adolescence are noted. It is
deemed necessary to understand the youth before a suitable
program could be formulated for him.
•
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Adolescence Is divided into early, middle and 1
later periods as Miss Maus has it in her book, "Youth
and the Church". The chief characteristics are physical^
emotional and intellectual growth respectively.
E. The high school studies
The studies are Placed under the following 'main
groups: (1) Science and mathematics; (2) Language and liter-
ature; (3) Applied arts. The# are discussed from two
p6ints of view. First is the content. The relative aims
and educational values are analyzed in the light of what
has been considered the highest aim of public education.
Second is the form of their organization into curricula.
Under this the following guiding principles are discussed:
( 1 ) Relation of the high school to
the lower grades and tto the high-
er schools.
(2) Correlation and order.
(3) Prescription and election.
(4) Provision for acquisition of
knowledge and technique.
The present program is then given, followed by the sug-
gested program. The latter consists of two plans or types,
namel;-, - (1) general or college-preparatory, and (2) prac£-
fcical or semi/vocational.
Immediately after the suggested, program partial
explanation and justification of certain features are
offered. Particular attention is called to the reasons
for the prescription of the social sciences and one of
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the applied arte in the junior and senior years.
III. Conclusion
The first part of the conclusion offers suggestions
as to how the -program amy be effectively administered.
The requisites pointed out are: -(1)4. professional ex-
pert who isatonce an organizer and executive as well, as
administrator; (2) a teaching corps composed of men and
women who are willing and able to lead and inspire to
higher ide.°ls the community as well as the youth; (3) at-
tractive method of presentation; (4) such modifications
of the centralized system as to give pupils less worry
a/toout the final examinations from Manila, and teachers more
freedom to go outside of the prescribed texts and make the
school work more closely related to actual life; (5)moral
and financial support on tine part of the people.
The thesis closes with a reply to the challenge
of the La Defensa (a lanila paper), and with a defense of
the Philippine government schools,, because it is believed
that the suggested program or any program, cannot be ef-
fectively worked out without the support of the people.
The last paragraph aims
,
j indirectly , to give the Filipino
people "a yet clearer conception of the aims and function
of public education, a deeper realization of the fact that
the public schools belong to them and are dependent upon
them for their maintenance protection .

A SUGGESTED PROG-RAM OF STUDIES FOR
PHILIPPINE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
I. Introductory
The first American high school was founded at Bos-
ton in 1821 under the name of the "English Classical
School" . It was the outcome of the need of an educafc-
ti.on beyond the grammar schools for the youth who want-
ed to continue their education but could not afford to
attend the academy; and the academy, "well suited though
it may have been to the frontier conditions of the early
democracy and to the laissez -faire policy of our early
government, was not well suited to our later democratic
ideals or to later governmental policy"/
The modern high school, says J. F, Brownf is a pro-
duct of many influences. First, it ^"institution of
the people, by the people, and for the people at large.
Then, starting with the aim of preparing the youth for
life, it has become also an institution to prepare stu-
dents for college.
The public high school is the typical secondary
school in the United States. But the nature and scope
of secondary education are hard to define. In fact, it
is extremely doubtful whether any writer can be accepted
Jn<j/iS,/Q J., /2vncr/o/es of 6>econ cLArcj £du.c<it' o nf 'p./Cf.
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as final authority in this field. However, we can get a
fair idea of the nature and function of the American
high school by noting the main points in which it differs
from the European secondary school. In the first place,
the European secondary institution is not a continuation
of the elementary school as the American high school is.
In the next place, the American school is democratic.
In the third place, the European secondary institution is
not a "free school" as the high school is. Furthermore,
the program of studies in the American schools is wider
and more varied than that offered by the European second-
ary institutions,
Inglis, in his Principles of Secondary Education *
gives the following as the three fundamental aims of
secondary education:
( 1 ) The preparation of the individual as
a prospective citizen and cooperating member
of society - the Social -Civic Aim;
(2) The preparation of the individual as
a prospective worker and producer - the
Economic-Vocational Aim;
(3) The preparation of the individual for
those activities which, while primarily in-
volving individual action, the utilization
of leisure, and the development of personality,
are of great importance to society - the Indiv-
ualistic-Avocational aim.
The functions hez enumerates as follows: (1) the
adjustive or adaptive function; (2) the integrating func-
tion; (3) the differentiating function; fl4) the propaeden-
ic function; (5) the selective function; (5) the diagnos-
tic or directive function.
*y£>. 3 lo<t> .
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The People's College, as the American high school
is sometimes termed, is an institution of great import-
ance, in it, as in the secondary schools of Europe,
many progressive ideas and new methods in the education-
al field have been worked out. It has now an enrollment
of more than one and erne half million, or one for slxty-
ever
seven of the entire population. No other nation hasAhad so
large a percentage of its population in secondary schools.
The trend toward socialization and the growing recognition
of the paramount aim of the high school to train boys and
^irls to become good and efficient citizens help to empha-
size the importance of the American secondary institution.
It seems safe to predict that in no very distant time the
elementary school education will, perforce, be universal.
The Philippine public high school was patterned after
the American secondary institution. In the early years of
its implantation it was more like its American prototype
than it is now. The reason for this is not far to seek.
The American educators who were sent to the Islands to
work out a system of public instruction knew very little
about the country and the people. It was natural, of course,
that they used the home system as their model. The early
plans were tenative, and had been changed with more inti-
mate knowledge of conditions.
In the Philippines the high school is an institution
of greater importance than it is in this country in some
respects.
(c
Educationally, the Philippine* high school is as yet
too young to occupy the placeA the American secondary
school has. But certain conditions which exist and
Which are likely to continue to exist for some years
to come, will be bound to place the Philippine high
school in a commanding position. The public high sc
schools in the Islands do hot have t&e competitors of
such strength and number as the American high school
has. Before the great flood of enthusiasm on the part
of the rising generation to learn the language, culture
and ideals of America, and in the face of the growing
realization on the part of the people, old and young*
alike, of the potency of the public high school to give
the youth a broad and practical education, the parochial
schools and other private institutions with their inade-
quate traditional curricula are fast giving way. Further.
•rmo$*e, those private schools are located in Manilla
,
Iloilo, Gebu and a)few other places, wheaas the public
high schools are scattered all over the Archipelago. Add-
ed to this is the fact there are no provincial or State
universities, and that the cost .of higher private educa-
tion is generally prohibited. Hence a very small percent-
age of high school graduates ever get to college.
But in spite of its great actual importance, and in
spite of its increasing potential significance, the ?hi-
lippine high school has not yet attained Aits proper place
in Philippine life. Because the Filipino people are as-
similating American civilization, and because the Philip-
c
pine Republic soon to be set up as the redemption of
America's pledge will in all probability be similar to
this Republic, the Philippine high school will be bound
to be the influential and dominant institution that the
secondary school is in the United States. Without cast-
ing any reflection upon those who have so ably admini Bar-
tered the public schools, much less belittling their re-
markable achievements, we must say, however, that much
remains to be done. This thesis is intended as a contri-
prahlem of
bution toward the solution of only oneA administration.
Its aim is to suggest a program of studies that may help
the Philippine high schools render the broadest and deep-
est service not only to the Filipino youth but also to
the homes and the country that they are so lovingly and
nobly striving to serve.
II. The Thesis Proper
A. Need of a new Program of Studies.
Educational aims and educa.tional values are hard
to define simply because they have been stated in terms
of existing needs. Those aims and values change with
social conditions. During the last few years we find
evidences of this. In America industrial conditions have
forced us to make provisions for practical education.
The old cultural and disciplinary education has been
weighed and found wanting. The great TCar and the violent
radical movements that have followed in its wake have
(.
c
aroused us to the danger that threatened to blast the
very foundation of our social structure. The old
traditional culture must replaced by a broad and practt-
tical education. The base materialistic philosophy that
we borrowed from G-ermany must be flung aside, and in-
stead a sane and practical idealism must be implanted in
the minds of our people.
Time was when the "bread-and-butter aim" was thought
to be the end of education. ;Tere knowledge and culture
are no longer sufficient to meet the social problems.
"The full and harmonious development of all the powers of
the child", considered by Pestalozzi as the aim of edu-
cation is, like Spencer's "complete living", too vague
and indefinite to serve as a guide. Even Herbart's devel-
opment of moral character is inadequate because too nar-
row. Social efficiency is the only aim that willmeet
rr«tiia the needs of our times. The term has been defined
by Bagley in The Educative Process^ as follows:
(1) That person is socially effic-
ient who is not a drag upon society;
who, in other words, can "pull his own
weight", either directly as a product-
ive agent or indirectly by guiding, in-
spiring or educating others to product-
ive effort.
(2) That man only is socially effic't-
ient who, in addition to "pulling his
own weight" interferes as little as pos-
sible with the efforts of others.
(3) That man is socially efficient who
((
not only fulfills these two require-
ments but also leads his energy con-
sciously and persistently to that
further differentiation and inte-
gration of social forces which is
everywhere synonymous with progress.
Dr. Colvin has expressed the social efficiency aim
tersely in The Learning Process^ "The educations ideal must
always have in mind the welfare primarily of the group,
rather than of the separate individuals that compose the
group." Social efficiency then, is the standard "by
which the forces of education must select the experiences
that must be impressed upon the individual"
f
With the probable exception of the United States
there is no other country that has made such strides as
the Philippines have made since 1900. It is not very
hard to see the reason for the phenomenal advance of the
Islands. It now seems beyond question that the stagnant
conditions that exis^throughout the Archipelago for over
three centuries were not-due to inherent lack of ability
on the part of the natives to advance, but rather to in-
efficiency and injustice on the ^art of the Spaniards.
The people, who were helpless beneath the heel of their
oppressing, were deliberately and maliciously kept in ig-
norance, or given very meaner education both by the State
and by the Church. But fortunately the natives must have
been peculiarly endowed with those qualities that the^races
possess; and, happily, those qualities
, instead of being
~p.
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crushed by tyranny, simply became numb and dormant in
the race. For when men like Rizal, Luna, Mabini and
Lopez-Jaena were privileged to study at the fiollegesof
Manila' and of Europe, they proved to be the equal, of
their contemporaries. And, without minimizing the great-
ness of America's genius, we must admit that not a little
of the marvellous development of the Islands is due to the
fact that this inherent capacity of the people to advance
has been given free nlay under the administration of the
United States. Added to this is the impetus furbished
by their unquenchable and ever-growing aspiration to be
independent and by the' hope repeatedly held out to them
by America. In his The Case for the ^Pi ilninos "T Maximo
Kalaw, of the University of the Philippines, quotes Manuel
Quezon, formerly Resident Commissioner from the Philippines
to the United States and now President of the Philippine
Senate-
" Their ambition to have a nation-
al^existence has been the over-
whelming force that made them strive
to acquire education, to better
their sanitation, to increase and
accumulate wealth and raise their
standard of living. This same force
has been the magic and secret .cause
that made possible the work of three
generations done in a single decade."
Conditions in the Philippines have changed and are
changing very rapidly. Industrial and social questions
are becoming more and more intricate. Civi :; and pol-
itical problems are getting more and more complicate^.
Religiously, it seems inevitable and even imminent that
2
p.
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the Filipino people will forsake the^way to follow the
new path that will lead them to the sunlit heights of
spiritual peace, joy and power. "The day is fast break-
ing, and one by one the old lights wil disappear." This,
of course, will greatly affect educational conditions.
The public schools, particularly the high schools, will
be called upon to play 'a big part in the solution of
these changing problems.
The problems of the Philippines are similar to
those that confront all democratic states to-day. Re-
duced to their lowest terms, they are problems of cti-
zenship. For we should bear in mind that a democracy
in and of itselfh s no inherent virtue. To use Lin-
coln's definition, it is simply a government of the
people, by the people, and for the people. Obviously,
the strength of a democracy depends upon the character
•of its people. It has been quite easy for some to say
that since knowledge is power, practically all the peo-
ple need to do is to acquire knowledge. Plausible as
this may seem, it betrays shallow thinking and short
vision. It is organized and energized knowledge that
is power. It is knowledge transmuted into dynamic common
ideals that work miracles and holds intact the structure
of a democracy. We need to bear these things in mind to
realize the seriousness of the problem of citizenship
and in order to see that --problem In its true perspective.
t
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It is Incumbent upon the Filipino people to guard
their government and social life against the mad rush
of radicalism. It behooves them so to purify their civile
life that the germs of political corruption shall not
thrive therein. Eternal Vigilance lis the price of liberty,
forsooth! But it ta'^es citizens who know thir duties, who
understand their goverhment, who are united by a common
purpose, and who love tMr comntry truly and unselfishly
to keep that vigilance. In a democracy, the great majority
of this type of citizens can be furnished only by the schools
of the State. The first step* in the training of boys and
girls for citizenship is to provide for their developing
minds materials calculated to inspire them to come up to
the social efficiency standard. Hence the importance of a
proper urogram of studies.
B. Psychology of Adolescence.
\'Tiile the ulterior objective of public education
is the safety and welfare of the State, and while the
public schools exist ultimately for the tax-payers, they
exist immediately for the youth. It is necessary, there-
fore, that we understand the pupil we are to educate be-
fore attempting to work out a program of studies for him.
Although some writers claim there are only two adoi-
lescent periods, I agree with Miss Cynthia Pearl ;;!aus"r that
the term "adolescence" simply means "growing" or "maturing",
To
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and that close study and observation show that there are
really three clearly defined stages of growth.
The first stage covering the years from twelve to
fourteen is called early adolescence. It is the period
of physical changes primarily. The growth of the whole
body is accelerated at a rate never before, and never
again to be experienced. This pubescent period is a
time of general quickening and intensification of vital
forces. On the -nental side there is considerable growth
but very little persistence. This inability to stick to
one thing is due to the fact that, as Miss Mausx explains
,
the interests of life widen and multiply at such rate that
the youth simply cannot find sufficient time or energy. It
is"the other life out there in the land of dreams where the
boy or girl is the center of things, doing great deeds in
the world of achievement."
It is during this period, too, that a>- certain latent
instincts begins to 4ssert ^i^BSSrf? Of these Dr. Colvin* men-
tions the migratory, the gregarious and the sex instincts.
Of the first he says that it is greatest at this period,
and that "there is a longing to get away from the humdrum
routine of daily living, and to seek new experiences and
adventure in the big world that lies over the rim of the
horizon". Or, to use G.^tanley Hall's picturesque language,
"at dawning adolescence the child is driven from his
paradise and must enter upon a long viaticum of ascent,
~0/Q. Ci't., p. 37.
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must conquer a higher kingdom of man for himself, break
out a new shere, and evolve a more modern story to his
psycho-physical nature".
It has been deemed necessary to give this rather
lengfcfty description of the first stage because, as Dr.
Colvin says, the early years of emrm^&a&&&ee are the
most critical in life. Professor King in his High School
AgeJ states that the phases &f physical development form
the background of the important psychic deveiopmen-t and
readjustments of adolescence. .Furthermore, in a country
like the Philippines, where puberty comes at an earlier
age than it does here, a boy or girl of twelve is really
old enough to be in high school.
The second period extending from fifteen to seven-
teen, is called the period of middle adolescence. It is
the time when bodily growth practically terminates and
v/hen physical energy finds outlet in activity. This per-
iod marks the intensification of intellectual interests
and a marked development and stabilization of reason and
will. A rational sense of independence arises. Vocation-
the.
al interest is awkkened in^youth. During these years, say
Professor Weiglef "they become conscious of what the world
is doing, begin to realize its worth, and are eager, oh! s
eager, to throw themselves into the real things of life,
and to do what there lies waiting for them". This is the
period of life's first idealism, of genuine altruism, of
'/3dole*<~e-rice
'
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abounding and deeping emotion. Of the young people at
this time TTiss Maus'saysj "They feel now, as never be-
fore, the intrinsic value of truth, faith, love and
self-sacrifice. They do not merely admire these virtues
in others; they feel them stirring within their own
lives." "The great deeds and lives and prizes in the hu-
man world never shine so bright, seem so near, or beck-
on so alluringly."
The third period, called the period of later ad-
olescence, covers the years from eighteen to twenty-
four. On the physical side, all we need to note here is
that the mind has gained control over the body. Intel
-
lectually, the reason and will have grown rapidly tfea-t
during the second stage become more" mature. Emotion has
given way to reason. Socially the altruistic tendencies
and sex instinct become more highly developed. This is
indeed life's springtime, during which "the romantic
emotions of middle adolescence become the permanent and
lasting sentiments of maturity . This period has bo come
aptly termed " a period of disillusionment". For the
first time the youth awakens from his dream that life
was beauty to find that life is duty instead. For the
first time he is face to face with the grim realities
of life. From among the wealth of potentialities of
earlier adolescence he selects and concentrates his at-
tention and energy. Here is a danger point. There was
a glamour of romance in the ho^es and dreams of early
and middle adolescence. But that glamour seems to have
faded; the incarnation of the visions seems to have re-
St •>
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treated; and the once abounding passion* &&e dying down.
The attitudes and habits formed, at this period generally
remain permanent. It is the business and privilege, in-
deed, of him who is entrusted with the training of the
youth to bring back the glamour, to give the youth a. true
perspective of the realities of life, and to revive and re-
vitalize the once potent force, - passion, enthusiasm. The
youth should be taught to get a vision of, and to cherish
a love for, things that are of «• high and abiding worth but
which he can realize, step by step, and v/hose value he can
feel in his own life and environment. For, as Hal
l
x
admon-
ishes us, "the whole of future life depends on how the new
powers now given suddenly and in profusion are husbanded
and directed"81
,
and those who believe that nothing is so
worthy of love, reverence and service as the'body and soul
of youth, and who hold that the best test for every human
institution is how much it contributes to bring youth to the
ever fullest possible development, may well review them-
selves and the civilizations in which we live* to see how
far it satisfies this supreme test".
C. The High School Studies
1 . Content':' aims and values
The different subjects will be considered from the
following points of view:- (a) auxiliary value; (b) cul-
tural and sentimental; (c) intellectual; (d) practical;
and (e) social. It is not the purpose of this thesis.
••
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however, to discuss each study in detail. To be sure a
knowledge of the relative values of the studies is neces-
dryan iz a t/'o*
sary as a guide in their into curricula; but for this a
discussion of broad and outstanding principles will suf- •
fice here.
a. - Science and ~Iathematic s
( 1 ) The exact sciences
(a) Mathematics
TTa'thematics includes algebra, geometry and, in some
cases, advanced arithmetic and commercial arithmetic. The
values claimed for this branch may be seen from the aims
announced for courses in high school mathematics. C. 0. Dav-
is* enumerates these aims as follows: (1) To develop ability
to think and express thought clearly, and accurately and
concisely; (2) to give knowledge and training in the solut-
ion of quantitative problems arising in everyda.y life; (3)
to give pupils some idea of the importance and significance
of mathematics injnodern sciences, industry and business;
(4) to foster ideals and habits of accuracy, thoroughness
neatness, order and nroportion; (5) to supply a content and
training that B&all yield personal gratification to the
student
.
The above claims, and for that matter the claims for
other studies, will be discussed and evaluated largely in t
the light of what has been considered the highest aim of
public education.
2
..
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Plainly, the cultural value of mathematics is not very
great. Its worth as a propaedeutic for other studies in-
volving quantitive problems has to be admitted as consid-
er' ble. In the realm of the sciences, both pure and ap^-
plied, it is hand to see how comprehension and research
could be possible without some foundation in mathematics
.
But the ethical and intellectual values, the stronghold of
mathematics, are open to attack. Recent experiments in ed-
ucational psychology have threatened to d ^stroy the alleged
validity of the theory of formal discipline. "It is clear"
says Bagleyf " that so far as a generalized habit is con-
cerned, the term is a pathological absurdity." Says Dr.Col-
Tin in his Introduction t6 High School Teaching*? "It has
long been a recognized principle in^ psychology -of learning^Kat
habits are specific in their nature." The experiments of
.
.4.
>Torsworthy and of Thomdike and Woodworth showed that "imp-
rovements in any single mental function rarely brings about
improvement in any other function, no matter how similar,
for the wording of every mental function group is condit-
ioned by the nature of the data in each particular case".
Moreover, as O'Shea says in hi s"Education as Ad justment"*,*
the very fact that even specialists in mathematics are not
often sound in their judgments in other fields would be a
strong argument agai-ist a generalized capacity for reason-
ing. Of course it would be preposterous to assert that the
theory is entirely fallacious. But, as Bagley puts it, "thfc
increased power must always take the form of an ideal that
<? EtJu c a f/f, * "p. 2o4--
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that will function as judgment and not of an unconscious
X
predisposition that will function as Habit". Furthermore,
it seems very reasonable to assert that much of the al-
leged ethical and intellectual values can well be furs-
-nished by other studies. At any rate, it is certain,
as Davis* says, "that the variety of intellectual discipline
in mathematics is small, and in consequence the range
of its appeal is limited. Hence it seems indisputable fchfc*
for many types of mind the realizable intellectual val-
ues are slight, and therefore a uniform prescription of
three year's work in this department is unpedagogical"
.
(b) Physica and Chemistry
The aims of these branches have been stated as fol-
lows: (1) To stimulate an interest in the phenomena dl?
the physics.l world and to give a comprehension of physical
laws; (2) to enable the students to deal effectively with
the world of matter and force; (3) to promote careful
and systematic observation and to train students to draw
logical conclusions from observed facts; (4) to give
facility in manipulation of apparatus; (5) to develop and
foster initiative in the solution of problems, inculcate
a high regard for truth, and cultivate accuracy of state-
ment and simplicity of language; (6) to add to the cul-
tural life of the individuals. Of these the greatest are
the ethical, intellectual, and practical values.
J* —
,
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The intellectual values are found; in the" sustained ob-
servation and in power to make critical analyses and com-
pari ons". The inductive method of science is of great
ethical value; for in science, more so than in any other
field, progress is impossible unless truth is taken as a
authority rather than authority as truth. Indeed it is
because of this from justice and bias, and because of this
fearle: s inductive procedure from particular facts to
general Laws that science has advanced farther than any
other field.
The practical value of these studies can hardly be
overestimated. In the first place, the Filipino people
have made very little or no advance at all in science.
This accounts^ largely^, for the fact that the masses do
not understand the natural phenomena and the cosmic pro-
cesses. This ignorance has made then rather helpless, and
with the old people this ignorance has become superstition.
Science must be called upon to give the people, especially
the rising generation, the knowledge that will enable them
better and more fully to understand and appreciate their
environment and to control and utilize their natural forces
In the second place, the practical value of the sciences to
the pupi-i himself is very great. If the physical sciences
are rightly taught, the pupil can get considerable practica
information. Says De Garmo"* on this point;
In an industrial society, physics
has an important office to perform in fit-
ting men and womennot only to specific

callings, "but for the capacity to ad-
apt themselves to new callings. The ma**--—'
<thine has taken the jblace formerly occupied
by the tool; the factory has superseded the
work-bench. It is highly desirable, there-
fore, that the student should be master of
the principles of machinery and machine op-
eration. This mastery of principles enables
him not only to understand new machines but
to become quickly an adept in their manage
-
aent. It enables him to Judge of the value
of new inventions, also inciting and control
ling his own impulses in this direction.
In the third place, the future Philippine Republic will
sorely need scientific knowledge. In this industrial and
commercial age, national progress and safety demand no mere
A
smattering of physics and chemistry.
(2) The biological sciences.
Under this heading come botany, zoology,
physiology and hygiene. The aims are: (1) To acquaint
pupils with nl&nt and animal thftlr history, their struct-
ure and their relation to man; (2) to present the facts of
human physiology and anatomy; (3) to stimulate pupils to
be appreciative of biological truth, responsive to scien-
tific discoveries, sensitive to the beauties and form in
plants and animals, and diligent in the observance of the
rules of hygiene in their daily lives; (4) to train pupils
to observe caregully and to think clearly; (5} to give skill
in the performance of elementary scientific experiments.
The intellectual powers gained are much the same as
those from the~physical sciences; but the aesthetic worth
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is much more pronounced. The practical value lies in w
"the increased power to guard against disease, to check
the ravages of insects and other enemies to plant and
animal life, to conserve natural resources, and to ad-
just oneself to environment". In the Philippines some of
the most serious problems yet unsolved are Aof personal and
public health. Obviously, doctors and nurses, with all
their knowledge heroic efforts, will labor m vain unlesr.
the schools help give the people sufficient education in
hygiene
.
±,o0
> ^
The religious and ethical values are grea/tf^istair and
will ever be great as long °s t- ere is an earnest search
for truth and "in so far as the study of the biological
sciences impress upon men the belief in the moral order of
the world, and the necessity of a personal adjustment to
this order, and the recognition of a ruling universal force
within it all." True science, particularly biological sci-
ences, is the most potent antidote to atheism^agnosticism
that can be found in the realm of pure thought and knowledge,
Closely related to the religious and ethical values
is the social value. Aside from the knowledge of hygiene and
biology, are the deeper values pertaining to sex and here-
dity. Certain it is that in these matters the knowledge and
education of the Filipino people have been negligible.
However, the question as to whether or not sex instruction
should be given in the public schools has not yet been
JBtd.
,
6 .
»
definitely leelded . ~ r .D.Armentreut
r
objects to sex educa-
tion on the following grounds: (1) it would "be isolated
from the real life of the child; (2) too much attention
would he concentrate^ upon sex; and(3) with our present
method of instruction we] have assurance that the ideas re-
ceived from sex teaching would be carried over into the
conduct and behavior of the child. Dr. G-.M.VThi^ple^ in "on-
roe's Principles of Secondary Education ^ states his con-
clusion thus:
The school, then, remains the
best practical agency. The school
undertakes the general physica.l, men-
ial, and moral training of the child;
why should it not include this par-
tical aspect? The teacher has peda-
gogical skill; the teacher knows the
child. The child looks to the teach-
er for guidance. Reproduction may be
studied perfectly logically in physi-
ology and botany, and the basis for
special instruction may there be firm-
ly laid.
Professor Barker in ' he Social 0-ospel a,nd the ITew ^r
a
,
s
substantially admits Dr. Whipple's position, but concludes
"that the Church should contribute by far the larger
share towards the building up of moral and" social ideals
which tend to develop self-control and normal sex relations."
The present writer's own position is this: In the Philippine
Islands instruction by the parents is out of the question
as the vast majority of th&nm&f' in nany respects incompetent.
The objected! Dr. TThipple to Church instruction, such as is
&Oioe 'Germany and other quarters, is based upon the ground
kl Sthat the minister ia not only too distant in^ relations W*" th
the people, but is incompetent to give the instruction^
»
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properly. But this can now be met by requiring, not
the minister to. give the ins$ruction,but the Church ihrou^/i
its week-day religious schools. That would be a blessing
for then the sex relationships could be viewed in their
purity and spiritual holiness. But can and will the
Churches in the Islands give this sorely needed aspect of
education? Are they aware of the pitfalls that lie hid-
den in the paths of the Filipino youth? At any rate, even
if the public schools cannot teach the spiritual phase of the
instruct/on
sex emotions, they should give what biologicalAthey could
as to the proper functions- of reproduction and the influ-
ences of heredity. Of course the subject is a delicate one
and we may have to pay more for competent and qualified in-
structors. But what is that extra cost compared with the
sacrifice we and our posterity shell have to make otherwise,
or with the harvest we shall reap? "The iniquities of the
fathers are visited upon the children unto the third and
fourth generations". Y7hat if we should produce a race of
"multiple personalities", imbeciles and psychopathies? In
the conflict of races and nations, those that know the least
about sex and heredity will be subjugated and exterminated.
op
Will the Filipino people make^the rising generation and
those yet unborn a race of slaves and weaklings, or a nation
of brawn and brains, a virile and independent people com-
petent and worthy to bear the standard of Christian civil-
ization and carry on the torch of progress?
<»
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(3) The earth sciences
This department embraces physiography and anthro-po-
geography. The aims and values are similar to those of
the other natural sciences. However, there are values
peculiar to physiography. To quote from De G-armoi
Nothing is more fascinating to
the nind of the youth, or more stimu-
lating to his imagination, than his
first organic view of the world as a
whole, its development, its relation
to other heavenly bodies, its inter-
play^, of forces, its influence upon the
occupations, charac teristics and well-
being of men. He delights to see, more-
over, how men by thought and work can
overcome natural diadvantages of climate
and location, or by ingenuity and invent-
ion can utilize the natural geographic
forces for his own advantages. Scientific
geography furnishes us for our concrete
view of evolutionary forces at work, and
unites as nothing else can, the world of
nature and the doings of men.
The other values of geography will be noted under
the social and applied studies.
b.- Language and Literature
( 1 ) Ancient and Modern
(a) Ancient.
The aims announced for the ancient languages are:
(1) To inculcate habits of accurate thinking, partluular-
Jy^in respect to the powers of concentration, observation,
analysis, discrimination, inference, and precise formulat-
ion and expression of ideas; (2) to help in the study of
English and other languages; (3) to acquaint the pupil with
Of. cH. ftft.
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ideals and customs of classical civilizations and to give
him a consciousness of what the civilization of today owes
to the civilizations of Greece and Rome; (4) to inspire
high ideals in individuals and social life; and (5) to give
the measure of culture which a study ofl ancient master-
pieces provides.
The auxiliary value is considerable not only in the
study of English and the modern languages, but also in sci-
ence and history. The disciplinary and intellectual values
have been exaggerated. The claims ior -cne ancient language
made by radical disciplinists have been met in the answer
to the similar claims made",for mathematics.
(b) Modern
The aims announced for French, Spanish and 3-erman
are as follows: ( 1 )To enable students to acquire a pract-
ical knowledge applicable to commercial and industrial needs
and to the needs of travelers in foreign countries, and to
facilitate communication .with foreigners who have found new
homes in America; (2) to develop the mind by the discipline
"peculiar to the study of foreign language"; (3) to help
in the study of English; (4) to acquaint the pupils: with
ideals, civilizations, and literatures of foreign lands,
and to develop a tolerant, sympathetic interest in their
peonies and their customs; (5) to foster a national and
international spirit of cooperation and comity.
The auxiliary, intellectual and cultural aims are
the same for those of the ancient languages. The polit-
»
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ical and social valtliee are great. To quote again from
X
Davis
:
By means of these studies a
keener insight into the racial tem-
peraments, national aspirations and
achievements, and social forms and
customs of foreign peoples is secur-
ed; and a broader toleration for their
views, a juster estimate of their ideals
and an appreciative understanding of
their customs are developed. As a re-
sult of this knowledge a feeling of
human kinship is fostered, and an in-
terest in international comity and in-
tercourse is stimulated.
But the greatest immediate worth is found in the practical
or utilitarian value.
(2) Foreign and native
(a) Foreign.
Under this head English is excluded inasmuch as it
is the language used in the public schools. The aims of
foreign language study have been noted already. It is ^^ly
necessary here, therefore, to be brief. In fact it is suf-
ficient to state that, under the present conditions in the
Islands, it would be better, for the sake of the economy of
time at least, not to prescribe any foreign language except
probably commercialSpanish.
(b) Native
It will not be out of place here, then, to enumerate
the different values claimed for English. They are: (1) to
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train pupils to speak clearly and correctly, and to write
simple, natural and forceful English prose; (2) to give a
familiar acquaintcmance with some of the greatest master-
pieces of English literature; (3) to foster a taste for
good literature and to strengthen the power to interpret
and appreciate it when readj (4) to develop the ability to
criticize with fairness the writing^ of others, and in part-
icular to aid the student to select from the mass of current
writings those that are essentially worthy; and (5) to
arouse in pupils social, political, aesthetic and religions
ideals that shall serve as guides to them in life.
The importance of this study is so manifest that no
explanation is needed. It is necessary, however, to touch
upon public speking in this connection. The Filipino peo-
ple are naturally fond of oratory and dramatic art. The
increasing complexity of social and political conditions
demand clear, forceful and sincere expression on the part
of the leaders and p^a^foraiers . A course in public speaking
should aim not merely to "give power of initiative and lea-
dership among men" but, above all, to train pupils to be
sincere and earnest in expression as well as in purpose.
In regard to the native language, it is not meant
that the native literature should be studied in the vernac-
ular. That would be unnecessary. The point here is simply
that the pupils should have an acquaintance with the trad-
itions, accomplishments and the ideals of the natixm,
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through the writings of representative authors. It
would be only necessary to have some of these works
translated into English and placed infe® the hands of the
pupils. Some may object oh; the ground that this would be a
backward step. The re^ly would be: The motive here is
rr\a.re. /y Hn u.ntiBc.as&ar'j
not neo e c o ary looking back. Certainly this is no more
backward than to take up so much time with ancient lan-
uages and literature. If it should be objected further
that the natives authors could be read at home, the ans-
Swer would be: To select from the writings of those author
to know what things are typical of the racea^ to glean the
loftiest traditions and aspirations of the nation; to cry-
stallize all these into true Philippinism, - these con-
stitute, no child's task.
Furthermore the value of acquaintance with the
ideals and aspirations of one's own race is unquestioned.
To quote once more from Hall: The heart of education as
well as its phyletic root is the vernacular literature and
language. These are the chief instilments of the social as
well as of the ethnic and patriotic instinct". But a his-
tory of the Islands would not be sure to give this informat-
ion. It is unforunate that, as far as the writer is aware,
there has been written as yet no history that would be prop-
er for classroom use. All the histories, of which the writer
has any knowledge, have been colored too much with prejudice,
bias and mistaken_interprtation of the customs, ideals and
culture of the Filipino people. The writings of represent-
or

ative authors, therefore, remain practically the only
pure source of information on this point.
c. The Social Sciences
( 1 ) History and government
The claims are: ( 1 ) To give pupils an appreciation
of the social and spiritual evolutions of the human race,
and important influence that individual members of society
are capable of exertiing on the progress of civilization;
(2) to assist pupils to an understanding of the character
and functions of existing social institutions and activi'4-
ties, and to aid them to adjust themselves more rapidly
and completely to them; (3) to give pupils a basis for an-
ticipating, in part the trend of future events, and thus
help them to plan their careers more intelligently; (4) to
inspire pupils with ideals of personal and social worth
and to arouse them *toA the cooperative undertakings of soc-
iety,; (5) to give a fund of relatable knowledge, and a
background for other branches of instruction; (6) to se-
cure mental training, particularly with reference to the
powers of social analysis, comparison, constructive imag-
ination, inference and judgment; (7) to develop an his-
torical attitude of mind, and, in general, to cultivate
an appreciation of the significance of historical studies
and an enjoyment of them.
In probably no other studies are the claims so

justifiable. The intellectual value is unique. The
cultural value is great and lies in the fact that his£»
tory is a great propaedeutic. "History is an important
^.gent inuibcking the secrets of other departments of
knowledge, it gives an interpretive basis for the pur-
suit of all branches of study, and is intimately corre-
lated with English literature, the fine arts, ancient and
modern languages, and the sciences. For an adequate un-
derstanding of civil government and current topics and
events it is in the highest degree essential". The social
ethical, and political values are hard to measure. The
religious worth lies in the tendency to strengthen the
faith in the divine intelligence that guides the course
of events. From the standpoint ofAyouth history is fas-
cinating, for it deals with human motives and affairs, with
human interests and conduct. Futhermore, it elevates hu-
man character, thought and intercourse.
(2 ) -Economics and Sociology.
The value of economics is realized by the Philip-
pine Bureau and Education, for there is already, a pre-
scribed course termed "Economic*! Conditions in the Phi-
lippmes." But Sociology has not ye-t found a place^in
America. Natural phenomena and cosmic forces have been
controlled and utilized through scientific knowledge and
scientific methods. But we have come to realize that the
ultimate and only sure basis of ^sure salvation is to be
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found in the psychic life odE individual socii. We have
come to realize that unless we scientifically study and
direct the psychic forces that operate in social life,
we shall labor in vain. Of course we cannot expect a
high shool course in sociology to enable the pupil to
master the subject. But because sociology can give the
youth practical information as to t he influence of hered-
ity and environment , and as to the "what", the "how", and
"ought" of social life, it has claim to a larger place
in the curriculum than many other studies now occupy,
d. - The Applied Arts
The value of the studies in this department are so
obvious that it will be sufficient to enumerate their aims.
( 1 ) Manual Training
Aims: (1) To develop social ideals and give train-
ing in mechanical processes; (2) To train in ethical judg-
ments and moral life; (3) to discipline the mind, particul-
arly the powers of perception, the imagination, judgment
and attention; (4) to furnish a preliminary practical train-
ing for industrial vocations; (5) to give aesthetic apprec-
iation and culture.
(2) Household Arts.
Aims: (1) To cultivate habits of accuracy, orderli-
ness, system, economy of time, energy and material; (2) to
inculcate scientific principles, the mastery of which will
increase a girl's efficiency as a- home-maker; (3) to make
thoughtful workers; (4) to create a high ideal of home life

and a realization of the dignity of work; (5) to show the
relation which the home and its industries bear to general
knowledge and to social and economic conditions; (6) to give
a ready skill in some of the practical arte appropriate for
girls; (7) to stengtnen the moral qualities of honesty,
truthfulness, purposefulness ; (8) to develop not only the
taste but the wisdom "to choose the best instead of the
useless, the lasting instead of the cheap, the beautiful
instead of the ugly;" (9) to give beauty, gentleness, and
refinement to all the womanly occupations.
(3) Commercial Subjects.
Values: (1) Moral powers, such as love of work,
perseverence, accuracy, honesty; (2) mental discipline;
(3) social values; utilitarian value.
(4) Agriculture
Aims: (1) To develop an appreciation of the ad-
vantages of rural life; (2) to train pupils to make larg~
er economic, social and cultural returns; (3) to discipline
in ways especially the realizable from the study of applied
science.
2. Form: Organization
a. - Guiding Principles
There are certain principles that should be taken as
guides in the organization of the studies into curricula.
The first of these is the- relation of the high school to
•
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the lower grades and to the colleges. Here in America this
has been the source of some of the most perplexing problems
of administration. In the Philippines this demands serious
attention, The high school is an isolated institution,
far above the intermediate grades and away below the col-
lege. This isolation seems to show, for one thing, that an
important psychological principle has been overlooked. Sud-
den transition from the lower grades to the high school has
been a prolific source of dropping off and mortality on the
part of the adolescents. The transition should be gradual.
This leads us to the principle of correlation and order,
which simply means that the studies in the three institufc-
-fcions should be we 1 articulated. Much would be gained sby
teaching pupils to form correlated and unified habits and
ideals through the intermediate grades, the high school and
the college. Another aspect of this principle is the cor-
relation and order of the studies throughout the high
school course.
The third is the principle of prescription and elect-
ion. Thd)se studies that are indispensable to the realizat-
ion of the social efficiency aim will, of course, be prescrib
ed. But the pupil should be allowed, as far as possible,
to choose what would be of most interest and use to him.
What Lewis* of the William Penn High School, has said about
American high schools applies also to the Philippine schools
"It is strange that we have been managing our high schools
as if our pupils were to be citizens of a despostism
i
..
A?/>, cracks (Sr^t, oo/ ,<£
•
where the highest virtue is unthinking obedience." It
will pay us to make school life and SEhool work so at-
tractive to the youth that he would not want to rush out
into the big swirling world without adequate preparation.
But this freedom in selection means guided freedom,
of course. The teacher should observe what studies a cer-
tain pupil is most interested in;* and then she and the
principal should confer with the parent and the pupil.
The fourth principle is that of provision for ac-
quisition of knowledge and technique. This has to do main-
ly with equipment. No adequate program can be satisfactor-
ily worked out without sufficient equipment. The suggested
program will be formulated from the standpoint of what the
writer believes the average province can and ought to ex-
ecute.
b. Curricula
In the United States there is a variety 6$ high
school courses. Dr. Colvin groups them as follows:
-
(a) College preparatory and general cultural courses; (b)
pre-vacational courses; (c) semi-vocational and vocation-
al courses. In the Philippines., however, there is very
little need of many types, and, futhermore, most provin-
ces are financially unable to support several high schools.
There are a few trade schools, but the following is the
course uniformily prescribed for all the provincial high
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swhools
:
FIRST YEAR
Ancient and Mediaeval History
Literature
Themes
Algebra
Arithmetic
English
Modern History
Plain Geometry
American History
American Government (half-year)
Physical Geography (half-year)
THIRD YEAR
Biology
Advanced (review) Arithmetic (half-year)
Commercial Geography (half-year)
Literature
Composition
Athletics
SECOND YEAR
Colonial History
FOURTH YEAR
-hysics
Literature
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FOURTH YEAR (continued)
Rhetoric
Business English (half-year)
Economic Conditions in the Philippines
Latin or Solid Geometry
The program suggested in this thesis is of two parts
or plans, namely, -(1) the general or college-preparatory
course, and " (•2) the practical or semi -vocational course.
The capitalized studies are prescribed, and the rest are
electives.
( 1 ) GENERAL OR PREPARATORY
FIRST YEAR
ENGLISH
PLANE GEOMETRY
LATIN
GENERAL HISTORY
Physical Geography
Music or Drawing
ATHLETICS or PHYSICAL TRAINING
SECOND YEAR
ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
LATIN
BIOLOGY
t
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SECOND YEAR (continued)
History of Modern EuropB
Commercial Geogimphy
Music or Drawing
ATHLETICS or PHYSICAL TRAINING-
THIRD YEAR
ENGLISH
Latin or Spanish
Advanced Algebra
PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE
Economics
UNITED STATES HISTORY (half-year)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT {half-year)
/GRICULTURE, HOUSEHOLD ARTS OR MANUAL ARTS
FOURTH YEAR
BUSINESS ENGLISH
PHILIPPINE HISTORY (half-year)
PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT (half-year)
SOCIOLOGY ( or Social Conditions in the Philippines)
Latin or Spanish.
Physics, Solid Geometry or Chemistry
Commercial subject
AGRICULTURE, HOUSEHOLD ARTS ORMANUAL ARTS,
*•
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(2) PRACTICAL OR SEMI -VOCATIONAL
FIRST YEAR
ENGLISH
PLANE GEOMETRY
SPANISH
GENERAL HISTORY-
Physical Geography
Typewriting (half-year)
Stenography (half-year)
Music or Drawing
ATHLETICS OR PHYSICAL TRAINING
SECOND YEAR
ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
SPANISH
Biology
History of Modern Europe
Bookkeeping (half-year)
CommercialGeography (half-year
)
Music or Drawing
ATHLETICS OR PHYSICAL TRAINING
THIRD YEAR
ENGLISH
Adv. Algebra or Commercial Arithmetic
PHYSIOLOGY AW©- HYGIENE
*
Spanish or ffrench
Economics
AGRICULTURE, HOUSEHOLD ARTS OR MANUAL ARTS
UNITED STATES HISTORY & GOVERNMENT
FOURTH YEAR
BUSINESS ENGLISH.
PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT AND HISTORY
SOCIOLOGY (or SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES)
Physics, Solid Geometry or Chemistry
Spanish or French
AGRICULTURE, HOUSEHOLD OR MANUEL ARTS
A few words may be necessary by way of explanation
and justification of the program suggested above. The
program does not pretend tojfoe detailed or inflexible.
It is not suggested here that.it should be followed uni-
formily throughout the Archipelago, for the varying con-
ditions in the provinces would not wa rant this. The pro-
gram has been constructed upon the principle of interest
and guided freedom of election. It is suggested, however,
that at least English and the social studies be uniform
^ly and rigidly prescribed in all the high schools of the
Archipelago
.
In^as much as the program is intended as a contri-
bution, partial justification is offered here. On peda-
gogical and psychological grounds, plane geometry has been
placed before algebra. In both the general and the prac-£-
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tical courses only two years of mathematics are prescribed
because to so many of the Filipino youth it affords very
little interest, and the practical value to the pupil and
the community is negligible, comparatively speaking. For
the same rer. son only tv/o yeaB of l»atin are prescibed in the
col lege -preparatory course,, and in the practical course
Spanish takes its place.
There are two reasons for the prescription of one
of the applied arts in the Junior and Senior Years. The
first is based upon the idea of exalting manual work. For
over three centuries Spanish civilaztion conspired with
the tropical sun in rendering the Filipino people not only
incapable of strenuous manual labor, but also scornful of
almost a44 form* of physical toil, stigmatizing it as fit
the
only forA "indios" . It is true, happily, that the American
civilization, working through the public svhools, has done
much to change this attitude. It is true that the public
schools are producing a race of virile and industrious men
and women. It is true that the older people ate coming
more and more to feel the need, the worth and dignity of
manual work. But the American civilization has not as yet
been accepted by the conserv&iatives , the "aristocrats",
and the wealthy. The products of the public schools have
not grown sufficiently mature and independent to build
model homes, - homes from which "little brown hands" will
go out to charge the nation with a new civilization.
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Furthermore , so far very little or no provision has-been
made for the manualarts beyond the intermediate grades.
Certainly we must not wait until the people, through the
slow process of moral and psychic disillusionment, have
awakened to the peril of the old culture. We cannot af-
ford tolet them take their own time. We must arouse them.
The safety and welfare of the Philippines demand brawn ad
we 1 as brains.
So the manual arts are prescribed in the Junior
and Senior years in order that they may not be looked
down upon as would doubtless be the case, if they were
required only in the Freshman and Sophmore years. But
this ground alone would be hard to defend. The second
reason is to give the pupils some knowledge of the pract-
ical arts so needed by all who go forth into the world
of hard facts and living men and women.
With all our arguments for practical education,
however, we have not overlooked th&t, kind of education
that produces thinking people and refined and cultured
ladies and gentlemen. The term "English" includes not
only composition but literature as well. The study of
literature is expected to give training in refinement of
expression and that purity of diction so marked in cul-
tured people, and to ^ive training in the understanding
of human nature so necessary to the civilization of a
gentle, tolerant and attractive ciiaracter. Another strong
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argument for literature is that, like music and the fine
arts, it .ministers to the soul (or psychic self) and,
in the perilous idle moments, sets it free to ascend
"the secret top of Horab or of $inai_", there to be trans-
figured into its primal self, there to draw fresh courage
and new hope. Indeed, as G-. S.Hall* says, "we are conquer-
ing nature, achieving a material civilization , but
we are progressively forgetting that for the complete ap-
prenticeship to life, youth needs, repose, leisure, art,
legends, romance, idealization, and in a word humanism,
if it is to enter into the kingdom of man we&l equipped
for man's highest work in the world.''
In the suggested program the social sciences have
been made the "core". The philosophy of education advoc-
ated here is avowedly that the highest aim of public edu-
cation i n a democracy should be social efficiency or train-
ing for citizenship. If a democracy is to abide and grow
it must be supported by a people homogeneous in ideals.
The classical studies can give only individual culture and
training. The so-called practical and vocational subjects
have the same failing unless they are socialized. "It is
evident", says Dr. Athearn* "thai a people individualistic,
ally trained cannot sustain the social institutions of a
democracy". The social sciences deal with man as a moral
and social being, and with the laws and conditions of soc-
ial evolution. If social catastrophies are to be averted
X .,

or brought under control, it is indispensible that we,
as a people, study and know the nature s^T the laws of
the psychic forces that produce or influence the actiohs o
individuals and of social groups. "The only protection
our people can have fro the political demagogue or the
irresponsible social agitator is training in the soci-
1
z
sciences". Therefore; Let us have a broad program of stud
ies; let us nake provision for the training of future
leaders; let us not overlook the masses that are to be at
the very basis of our democracy; but in all our schools
and in all their curricula we must prescribe those sub-
jects - the Social Sciences - which give the knowledge
that must be possessed, in common by all citizens.
III. Conclusion
Strictly speaking, the field of the thesis reaches
its limit with the formu^ljtion and justification of the
suggested program. Yet it may nit be entirely out of
place to make a few remarks in respect to its administrat-
ion; for if the taste of the pudding is in the eating,
the worth of any. program of studies is in its affective
administration.
The first requisite is a professional expert w&o
is at once an org; nizer and executive as well as an ad-
ministrator. The second is t^e teaching core composed *~
of men a^d women who, by scholarship and personality, are

competent to lead and inspire &o noble and useful living
not only the youth under their care but the com^unit^c as
well. The third is method of presentation. The sub-
jects should be taught less with the idea of enabling pupHs
^8 to pass the genera. 1 examinations than of making the
sjsudies interesting an£ getting the students to see the
relations of the work to actual life. This leads us to
the fourth point, v/hich, logically should come first.
The rigid uniformity of the centralized system should be
modified so as to give teachers and pupils less worry
about the final examinations from Manila, Under the pre-
sent system the teacher hardly dares to go outside of the
texts chosen by the centaal office. No wonder so many
studies are a "grind" to most pupils! No wonder the idea
of " getting by" saps the interest out of S(j(many sub-
jects and obscures their, value? In many of our schools,
school life and school work are very remote from actual
life. This, of course, ought not to be. If we are to
build men and women, and not walking encyclopedias, we
should ma#e our method of presentation attractive and
practical. For, as Miss Jane Addams says, in her Newer
Ideals of °eace T "moralists agree that it is not so :uch
bp teaching of moral theorems that virtue is to be pro-
moted &as by the direct expression of Social sentiments
and by cultivation of practical habits. "
Lastly, the people of the community have also a
large share of the responsibility^ On August 25, 1920,
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La Defensa , a Qatholic paper published in Spanish at Man-
ila, sent out a terrifi© and vicious attack upon the Phil-
ippine public schools, charging that they are trainin^nly
"men and women who are selfish and who exalt their own
interests above those t?i£ the community and the country".
Wi thorn t turnmng this into a religiou. questipn, we must
be frank and say that the La Defensa sent out a distinct
challenge to the Filipino people. Moreover yinasmuch, as
the public schools are supported by them, we have a right
to answer the challenge.
Needless to Say, the charge was ludicrous and
unfounded. The public schools havte dispelled from the
eyes of the Filipino people the darkness of three centu**-
ries. The public schools have mede the people for ever
free from moral a.nd intellectual Servitude. The public
schools have instilled saner ideals of liberty and pat-
riotism^ into the lives of the pu^ild.
In his El Filibusterismo f Jose" Rizal, the martyr-
ed national hero of the Philippines, gave a. stirring,
challenging call to the youth, the "fair hooe," of his
"idolized fatherland". The following is my own trans-
lation of the hero's matchless language as spoken by Padre
£^ Florentine;
".'here are the youth who will con-
secrate their rosy hours, their dreams,
and their enthusiasm to the welfare of
their native land? './here are ye,
oh, youths who will embody in yourselves
j:
/9oo (C^o^c. toan.ra), *.
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the vigor of life that has coursed through
our veins, the purity of ideas that has
been defiled in our minds, and the fire of
enthusiasm that has been quenched in our
bosoms? We await you, oh, youths;
come for we await you!
On the eve of his execution Rizal wrote Mi Ultimo Pen-
sami ento the noblest poem that has ever been written by
a patiot pen. In i,nat poem we iind ouese lines;
What matters way or jblace- the cypress, the
lily, the laurael,
G-ibbet or open field, the sword or inglorious
torture -
Yfhen 'tis the hearth and the country that
call foE the life's immolation?
And who has any reason to doubt that, from Gape Engano
to the Celebes, every youth is earnestly repeating to its
blooming manhood or womanhood those burning words in answer
we*" to the hero's call?
The public schools need the moral and financial
support of the Filipino people. It is with great joy and
pride that the writer can say that his oeople have always
enthusiatically supportMthe bulwark of their democracy.
But they should be given a yet clearer conception of the
afms and function of public education, a deeper realization
ion of the fact that the public schools belong to them,
and ar~ dependent uoon them for their Maintenance and pro-
tection. 'Then that is attained ojir high schools will real-
ly be what they ought to be : - They will turn out citizens
t
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who are socially efficient, - citizens who, in their
ability to understand themselves and their environment
,
who, in their competency to render the largest and deepe
est service to their home and to their country, realize
the greatest purpose of public education and find the
highest good and happiness in social life. Then, perforce,
"the last faint flicker of the historic lamp will die
out - nay, will even be voluntarily be extinguished inthe
b^aze of the coming day".
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